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Bob Dancer is the world’s number-one video poker expert. His real-life video poker successes
are legendary, but he’s also a world-class teacher. Now, after years of creating the industry
standards in video poker reports, strategy cards, and software, Dancer has written the
quintessential beginner’s guide on the game.Video Poker for the Intelligent Beginner is a how-to-
win blueprint for players seeking the fast track to the upper levels of this beatable game. First,
you’ll master the techniques for finding and identifying the highest-returning games. Then you’ll
learn how to generate, understand, and implement the computer-perfect strategies that yield the
ultimate goal: monetary profit!In addition, Video Poker for the Intelligent Beginner imparts
Dancer’s professional insight relative to the game’s many nuances and related considerations—
including in-depth coverage of slot clubs, casino promotions, progressives, team play, scouting,
and tournaments. Plus, this is the first book to explain in detail how Dancer’s powerful Video
Poker for Winners! software can be employed to solve previously unanswered questions about
bankroll needs, promotions analysis, and profit potential.Bob Dancer is the best. Now you can
know what he knows about the most exploitable gambling game of them all.

"Overall, this book is a worthy addition to any law library and should be encouraged reading for
legal scholars, jurists, and government policymakers, as well as required for law students
working on their advanced legal writing projects or as research assistants." -Stacy F. Posillico,
Reference Librarian, Gould Law Library, Touro College Jacob D. Fuchsberg Law Center, Law
Library JournalAbout the AuthorLee Epstein, Provost Professor and Rader Family Trustee Chair
in Law & Political Science, University of Southern California,Andrew D. Martin, Professor of Law
and Political Science and Director of the Center for Empirical Research in the Law, Washington
University, St. LouisLee Epstein is the Provost Professor of Law and Political Science and the
Rader Family Trustee Chair in Law at the University of Southern California. She has previously
held posts at Northwestern University and Washington University, St Louis. Professor Epstein
has received twelve grants from the National Science Foundation for her work on law and legal
institutions, and has authored or co-authored 15 books, including The Behavior of Federal
Judges: A Theoretical and Empirical Study of Rational Choice (2013, with W.M. Landes and
R.A. Posner), the Constitutional Law for a Changing America books (with T.G. Walker), and The
Choices Judges Make, with J. Knight, which won the Pritchett Award for the Best Book on Law
and Courts and the 2010 Lasting Contribution Award "for a book or journal article, 10 years or
older, that has made a lasting impression on the field of law and courts."Andrew Martin is
Professor of Law and Vice Dean at the Washington University School of Law. He is also the
Founding Director of the Center for Empirical Research in the Law, and Professor of Political
Science in Arts and Sciences at the University. Professor Martin has received eight grants from



the National Science Foundation, and is the author of numerous articles in prominent law and
social science journals. Together with Professor Epstein he teaches the Annual Conducting
Empirical Legal Scholarship workshop, offering formal training in the design, conduct, and
assessment of empirical studies and the use of statistical software to analyze and manage data.
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Video Poker for the Intelligent BeginnerBob DancerHuntington PressLas Vegas NevadaVideo
Poker for the Intelligent BeginnerPublished byHuntington Press3665 Procyon StreetLas Vegas,
NV 89103Phone (702) 252-0655e-mail: books@huntingtonpress.comThe author has been
successful financially using the methods outlined in this book. At the same time, all gambling
involves risk. While most players experience a mix of good luck and bad over time, certain
players end up with much-better-than-typical results, while other players end up with much-
worse-than-typical results.For this reason, we can make no guarantees regarding the results of
any particular player who employees the methods within.All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be translated, reproduced, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and recording, or by any information storage
and retrieval system, without the express written permission of the copyright
owner.DedicationThis book is dedicated to those who really want to kick the casino in the butt,
but need a little help to get started. Start kicking!AcknowledgmentsI couldn’t have written this
book without the questions from tens of thousands of students over the years. I watch the faces
of my students during my explanations to see if I'm getting through, and during the course of this
process have changed the way I present information.I continue to marvel at the way Anthony
Curtis and Deke Castleman of Huntington Press transform my manuscripts into real live books.
They have numerous helpers in the background whom I largely don’t see, but these two pepper
me with many hundreds of questions and suggestions designed to make the book better.As
always, my wife Shirley is watching my back. I get to live my dream, which is to play, study, and
write about video poker. This game still intrigues me after fifteen years. All Shirley has to do is
everything else. And she does this well. And she continues to intrigue me after eleven
years.ContentsIntroductionPart I—The Games1 Introduction to the Games2 No Wild Cards3
Deuces Wild4 Joker Wild5 Multi Strike6 Six Coins Per Line7 How Important Is the Return on the
Game?8 When You Play Less-Than-100% GamesPart II—The Strategies9 Learning the
Strategies10 Learning 9/6 Jacks or Better11 Learning 10/7 Double Bonus12 Learning 9/6
Double Double Bonus13 Learning Deuces Wild14 Too Many Wrong Mistakes11915 Learning
the Advanced HandsPart III—Beyond the Machines16 Slot Clubs17 Evaluating Casino
Promotions18 Video Poker Progressives19 Bankroll20 Scouting21 Video Poker Teams22 Video
Poker Tournaments23 Volatility, Variance, and Standard Deviation24 How Strategies Are
Determined25 Video Poker Questions At the Blackjack Ball26 Winning This TimeAbout the
AuthorChart ReferencesIntroductionThe rules of the game are a lot different for the informed
than for the uninformed. This is a fact of life for many endeavors, and especially so in a casino.
Casinos extract billions of dollars a year from the uninformed, while a small number of informed
players manage to come out ahead of the game.Video poker is one of the few games in a casino
where thousands of players come out ahead every year. And several tens of thousands of
players know enough about the game to enjoy casino vacations that cost them far less than



retail.Video poker is a great game. It’s exciting, interesting, and the intelligent player, if motivated
and willing to study, has a shot at learning to play well enough to win. There are more net
winners at video poker than in all other casino games combined. And if you include the players
who receive casino benefits worth more than what they lose, the winners are in the tens of
thousands.How can this be? Casinos aren’t charities. They profit from video poker games. If the
casinos weren’t winning, the games wouldn’t be there. How can there be winning players and
winning casinos at the same time? That appears to be creative mathematics of the highest
order.The not-so-hard-to-understand explanation is that there are more video poker losers than
there are winners. Many more. And the size of the losses exceeds the size of the net wins.The
title of this book stresses that it’s a guide for the intelligent beginner. Many books on gambling
promise that anyone who tries to win will be successful. That’s simply not true. Video poker is, at
its essence, applied mathematics. To grasp the concepts, you need to be reasonably intelligent.
You don’t need to be an Einstein, but almost all successful players are smarter than
average.Most bright people who pick up this book can learn to do reasonably well at this game.
If they want to badly enough. If they study hard enough. If they review frequently. If you have the
will to win, this book will get you started.So how smart do you have to be? For starters, you have
to have some facility with numbers. Let me give you an example. Let’s say one casino offers a
9/6 Jacks or Better game (which we will find returns 99.54%), a 0.33% cash slot club, and
monthly mailers worth 0.25%. Another casino offers NSU Deuces Wild (99.73%) with a 0.17%
cash slot club and monthly mailers worth 0.125%. Which is the better deal?For bright people, it’s
easy to add up 99.54% + 0.33% + 0.25% and get 100.12% in the first case, and 99.73% +
0.17% + 0.125% and get 100.025% in the second, making the first game the better play. Yet a lot
of players are either arithmetically challenged or otherwise unable to make this calculation.
Many of those players choose the wrong game simply because they can’t (or won’t) take the
time to add up the numbers. Or perhaps they just don’t believe in them.This book will not take
you all the way to being a video poker expert. There’s simply too much information to present to
get to that level. But it will take you far enough so that you can understand the books that will
take you all the way.The “bible” of how to play the hands in video poker is the Winner’s Guide
series that I wrote with Liam W. Daily. Each of those volumes presents four different strategies,
from beginner to advanced, for each game covered. These books average more than 100 pages
in length, whereas no other author that I know of has written more than 10 pages in one place
about how to play any specific game. In short, no other series even attempts to cover the games
in such depth.This book is very different. It covers how to choose the right machine. It covers
how to evaluate slot clubs. It discusses several different promotions and how to evaluate them. It
debunks several myths surrounding video poker.Practicing on a computer program is essential if
you wish to succeed, because the game is too complicated to master without computer help. As
such, a key part of this book is the step-by-step guide to using the features of Video Poker for
Winners, the best computer trainer on the market.This book does not cover advanced strategy
for any game. It’s simply too difficult for many players, and relatively unimportant. If you follow the



concepts that are presented here, you’ll have the ability to succeed at this game. You’ll also have
enough background to go to the Winner’s Guides for the advanced strategy, which will give you
a bit extra.There are dozens of different video poker games, and if you consider pay schedules
within variations, there are hundreds of different versions. No one can play all of them at the
highest level. In this book I present strategies for five different games, which may or may not be
the best games in the casinos where you play. It doesn’t matter. The strategies are presented for
the primary purpose of teaching you how to use a strategy chart. There’s a relatively simple
technique to use “top-down” strategy charts like the ones presented here. I teach it to you in Part
II of this book and give you dozens of examples. If you take the time to master it, you can create
the strategies for the games you play by using Video Poker for Winners and your results next
year will be significantly better than your results last year. If you choose not to study the
techniques, your results next year will likely be about the same as they were last year.What Is
Video Poker?Video poker, at its essence, is a very simple game. You place a bet. You’re dealt
five cards. You choose which of those cards, if any, you wish to hold. Additional cards are dealt
to complete your hand. You’re paid if you’ve made a paying hand. The end. You can begin
another game by placing another bet, but you don’t have to.Hidden in this simplicity, however,
are several complicating factors. First, there’s the game itself. One large modern casino can
feature more than 100 different types of video poker games. These can vary by denomination
(1¢, 2¢, 5¢, 10¢, 25¢, 50¢, $1, $2, $5, and up) or by game type (Jacks or Better, Double Double
Bonus Poker, Deuces Wild, etc.). Soon I will give you the information necessary to make sense
out of the different game types.Within each game type, there are a variety of different pay
schedules. You’ll also learn these, and find out which are the best ones and which ones should
be avoided.For a 52-card game, precisely 2,598,960 different hands can be dealt, although
duplicates make this number more manageable. For example, 5h 5s 5d 3h 3s is a different hand
than 5h 5s 5d 3h 3d, but we play them the same. In a later chapter we’ll explore how often
certain types of hands occur.For most hands, there is one unique best play. For a few hands, two
different holds have equal values. In Double Double Bonus, for example, if you’re dealt 2h 4s 5d
6c 8h, it’s equally correct to hold 2456 as it is to hold 4568, and both of these plays are quite a
bit superior to throwing everything away. For a hand like 2s 4s 5s Ah Qh, only one hold is correct,
even if it isn’t obvious (whether you hold the spades or the hearts depends on which game
you’re playing). If you want to play any video poker game, you need to learn how to play each
hand correctly. Learning how to play each of 2,598,960 different hands may sound like a
horrendously difficult task, but it’s not, as you’ll see as we progress.Notice that video poker has
only one betting interval—you bet once and you’re in the game until the end. This makes the
game fundamentally different from either live poker or blackjack.Video poker is dealt fairly, at
least if you play in Nevada, Mississippi, New Jersey, and other government-regulated states.
This may not be true in casinos in New York, Florida, and Washington, among others. The
device that determines which cards are dealt is called the random number generator, or RNG.
It’s actually a computer algorithm, rather than a “device.” Many players become concerned about



the exact nature of how RNGs work. To me, this appears to be a waste of time. The purpose of
the RNG is to simulate a fair deal from a well shuffled deck. No computer program can be
completely random, but it can be close enough. There are statistical measures to determine
whether an RNG is sufficiently random. I personally bet hundreds of millions of dollars a year on
video poker and I know within what range my results should fall. My results are very close to
what they should be. I recommend you spend your time learning to play the games accurately
and not worrying about the exact workings of the RNG.What Makes Video Poker Special?There
are numerous gambling games of various stripes. For me, video poker is king. Let me tell you
why I believe this.The overwhelming reason I embrace video poker is that I’ve found I can make
a very good living gambling at the game. Year after year. Video poker is not the only game where
the best players can have a consistent advantage (blackjack, poker, and sports betting are
others that qualify), but it’s a game that I’ve found relatively easy to do master and the casinos let
you play. My experience at blackjack was that by the time I got good enough at card counting to
win regularly, several casinos demanded that I stop playing that game at their establishment.
Although you can also be restricted from playing video poker, it happens much more rarely.If I
couldn’t win at a game, I wouldn’t play it. For me, this is a very simple choice. The driving force
for me is money, though I get a lot of pleasure from matching wits with a casino and coming out
ahead. I didn’t derive that level of pleasure working in a corporation and earning a paycheck.In
addition to the money, the lifestyle afforded by successful video poker play is very attractive. In
the past nine years, my wife Shirley and I have spent 15 weeks cruising to Mexico, Hawaii,
Alaska, the Caribbean, the Bahamas, and the Mediterranean—all free because we’ve played
video poker. We’ve been given seven automobiles during that time period. Free. We’ve stayed in
luxurious hotel suites and eaten in exquisite restaurants. Our home base is Las Vegas, but we
get to travel to casino destinations across the country. I’ve seen more of the country and the
world in the past decade, all on the casinos' dime, than in my previous five decades
combined.While my results are definitely better than average, they’re not unique. Hundreds of
other players enjoy these kinds of perks, and many readers of this book will eventually have
these kinds of results. Some people are willing to lose money in order to obtain this lifestyle. I
can understand that choice and I don’t fault it. Fortunately, Shirley and I haven’t been placed in
the position to have to make that choice yet.Although money and lifestyle are paramount to me,
there are many other intriguing features about video poker. For starters, it’s a solved game. The
strategy for 9/6 Jacks or Better, for example, has been worked out perfectly and is relatively
easily memorized—at least it is for intelligent people. This makes it very different from either
poker or sports betting. In those activities, you’re competing against all of the other players in the
game. If the skills of those other players improve, you need to make adjustments.It’s easy to
measure your skill level in video poker, as computer software is available to do this. Video Poker
for Winners is the program I recommend. It records every error you make and yields accurate
measures on how well you’re playing. Although products are available to do this in blackjack, no
product is available in either sports betting or live poker to accurately measure (or even



estimate) your skill level.Computer software also helps you get better. Video Poker for Winners
corrects you when you hold incorrectly, allows you to analyze any hand you’re unsure about, and
even tells you what size bankroll you need to play a game. We’ll examine other features of this
remarkable product throughout this book.A significant amount of literature is available about the
game. If you want to get better, books, Winner’s Guides, strategy cards, and the like are
available. There are Internet bulletin boards available (vpFREE is the biggest) where video poker
is discussed 24/7.Although the games themselves are constant, the environment keeps
changing. Casinos change slot clubs and promotions regularly. Frequently, you’ll find yourself
operating in an atmosphere of incomplete information. To me, this is what keeps the game
interesting.There’s relatively little human interaction when playing. Whether this is a plus or a
minus depends on your personality, I suppose, and your people skills. There are a lot of one-of-a-
kind personalities among video poker players, many of whom have not been successful at
“normal” jobs. A lot of us, myself included, have found we can thrive being our own boss, while
we didn’t do so well working in large corporations.Once you learn the key concepts (which are
explained in this book), you can tell at a glance which machines yield a good gamble and which
don’t. This is not a difficult skill to master, but it’s surprising how many players pay little attention
to this important consideration.I like the emotional highs and lows of winning and losing. Winning
streaks are very heady. Losing streaks hurt like hell, but you know they’re going to end. Other
gambling games have similar types of swings; if they’re too painful for you, you don’t belong in a
casino.Finally, video poker is very likely to be available in casinos for many years. This means
that if you take the time to study and become good, you’ll reap the benefits for a long time to
come.Doing the MathI showed a draft of this book to one of my nieces and she declared it “too
mathy.” Even though Erin is a college graduate and has a responsible job, she’s not particularly
adept at mathematics, so she shies away from math problems whenever possible. Her fiancé is
much better in this area, so if something involving math needs figuring out, Erin lets Andrew
have a go at it.Erin has no burning desire to get good at video poker, so whether this book is too
mathy or not is irrelevant. If she wasn’t given a free copy by Uncle Bob, she’d never look at the
book in the first place. But anyone interested in getting good at this game better at least make an
effort to become competent at solving typical video poker math problems. Most of them aren’t
particularly difficult once you’ve been shown how to do them (which I’ve attempted to do
throughout this book), but those who automatically shy away are severely limiting their potential
of becoming good.It’s not required that you love doing the math. It’s merely required that you
know your way around these problems. If that’s too much to ask, you might want to consider
another hobby.Part I: The Games1Introduction to the GamesIntroduction to the Introduction to
the GamesThe title above probably makes it look like I need a new editor (or perhaps I just enjoy
being a wise guy), but there’s a reason why this is here. While it’s necessary to differentiate
between video poker games, there’s no single or unique way to do so. I’ve chosen “volatility” as a
major differentiator, and it’s used in the charts that you’ll be looking at soon. Let me tell you why I
give volatility as much weight as I do.In Chapter 23, “Volatility, Variance, and Standard



Deviation,” I discuss volatility in much more depth (jump ahead and read that chapter now if you
want to understand more before going further). For now, though, volatility should be thought of
simply as a measure of how big you can expect a game’s ups and downs to be. Although all
gambling games contain some volatility, how much a given player can stomach varies by
personality, wealth, age, and numerous other factors. Most players learn early on what volatility,
or “risk,” level they’re comfortable with. Shirley, for example, embraces volatility much less
eagerly than I do. I know that I’ll play long enough to experience the highs and lows, so the
“average return” becomes the most important measure for me. For Shirley, serious losing streaks
are extremely irritating, so volatility level takes on additional importance for her.Each pay-
schedule chart in this book contains three rows of numbers at the bottom. The first, “Theoretical
Return,” is the measure of average return that I just referenced (the one that’s important to me).
The next two, “Variance” and “Standard Deviation,” are the volatility measures. If you don’t
completely follow their significance, simply understanding that the higher they are, the bigger the
ups and downs of your bankroll will be when you play them, is enough to know for now.The
Game CategoriesLater you’ll learn strategies for several of the most popular games. But first I’d
like to give you an overview that answers questions such as, “What’s the difference between
Double Double Bonus and Super Double Bonus?” or, “Is Deuces Wild more or less volatile than
Double Bonus?” This overview does not answer questions like, “How do you play Ks Kd Qd Jd
3c?” (for which the answer is, “It depends on the game and the pay schedule, but plan on
holding the Kd no matter what.”)To provide a framework to work by, first I divide the games into
three categories:No Wild CardsDeuces Wild VariationsJoker Wild VariationsSince No Wild
Cards is by far the largest of the group, I further divide that as follows:Low Volatility—two pair
pays doubleJacks or BetterBonus PokerAces & FacesMedium Volatility—two pair pays
singleDouble BonusDouble Aces & FacesBonus Poker DeluxeSuper Double BonusAll American
Poker (also known as U.S.A. Poker)High Volatility—two pair pays single, no kickersWhite Hot
AcesTriple Bonus Poker PlusSuper Aces BonusHigh Volatility—two pair pays single, with
kickersDouble Double Bonus PokerDouble Double Aces & FacesSuper Double Double
BonusTriple Double BonusMiscellaneous Non-Wild CardRoyal Aces BonusTriple Bonus
PokerPick A Pair Poker (also known as Pick’Em Poker)While not as plentiful as the non-wild card
games, I'm breaking Deuces Wild into three categories as well:Standard Deuces Wild
VariationsHigher Pay for Four DeucesDouble DeucesLoose DeucesTriple DeucesDeuces Bonus
VariationsDeuces BonusDeuces Double BonusSuper Bonus Deuces WildThere are numerous
Joker Wild variations, so these are broken down as follows:Kings or Better Joker WildTwo Pair
Joker PokerFive-of-a-Kind Joker PokerDouble Joker2No Wild CardsLow Volatility—Two Pair
Pays DoubleJacks or BetterJacks or Better is the granddaddy of all video poker games. It’s
sometimes called “Draw Poker,” and on Triple Play, Five Play, and Ten Play machines the game
is called “Triple Play,” “Five Play,” and “Ten Play.” On Fifty Play and Hundred Play machines, the
game is called “Jacks or Better.” Go figure.Three key characteristics define this game:• You get
your money back for a pair of jacks or better; that is, JJ, QQ, KK, and AA. A lot of games have



this trait, so just seeing the words “Jacks or Better pays 1-1” at the bottom of a pay schedule isn’t
enough to ensure that you’re playing Jacks or Better.• You get double your money back for two
pair. This is relatively rare.• You get the same amount for all 4-of-a-kinds (quads). This amount is
usually 25-for-1 (not always). This is relatively rare—four aces in this game pays exactly the
same as four 7s rare—four aces in this game pays exactly the same as four 7s for-1 -1 to-1—25-
for-1 means you get 25 coins when you win a 1-coin bet, while 25-to-1 means you get 26 coins.
These are notthe same, but many players erroneously use them interchangeably.)Where you
distinguish between “good” Jacks or Better and “bad” Jacks or Better is in the amount you get for
the full house and flush. Look at the following chart:Notice that the return of the full house and
flush is used as the name of the game. That is, 9/6 Jacks or Better means you receive 9 for a full
house and 6 for a flush.These pay schedules are listed on the machine. Sometimes they’re
visible on the front glass and sometimes you need to press a “See Pays” button, but the
information is available. The pay schedule is the singlemost important feature in choosing a
good machine. Let me rephrase that. Nothing is more important than the pay schedule. If you
see me playing Jacks or Better, it will always be the 9/6 variety. It will never be any of the lesser
pay schedules. You don’t have to follow this rule … unless you want a decent chance at
winning.Note that the variance of 9/6 Jacks or Better is slightly higher than the other games.
While higher variance is not something I recommend that you seek, the theoretical return is, by
far, the more important factor.Notice that the top entry of the pay schedule indicates that you get
800 for the royal flush. You’ll rarely see that on a machine’s pay schedule. Instead, you’ll usually
see that royal flushes return 250 (for 1) if you bet 1 coin and 4,000 if you bet 5 coins. Since 4,000
for 5 coins is equivalent to 800 for 1 coin, it’s conventional in video poker books to list 800 for a 1-
coin bet.The return on the flush is the single most important element of the pay schedule
affecting strategy. That means that the 9/6 and 8/6 games have very similar strategies (identical,
in fact, at the level of accuracy presented in this book).There are lesser pay schedules than
listed above. You can identify them by a lower return for the full house and/or single money for
two pair. Avoid these games.Bonus PokerBonus Poker is a variation of Jacks or Better.Three key
characteristics define this game, the first two of which are identical to what you find in Jacks or
Better:• Same as the first distinguishing characteristic in Jacks or Better—you get your money
back for JJ, QQ, KK, and AA.• Same as the second distinguishing characteristic in Jacks or
Better—you get double your money back for two pair.• For four aces, you get 80 coins per coin
bet. For four 2s-4s, you get 40 coins per coin bet. For four 5s-Ks, you get the same 25 coins per
coin bet as you do in Jacks or Better.Where you distinguish between “good” Bonus Poker games
and “bad” Bonus Poker games is in the amount you get for the full house and flush.Variations of
this game return either less than 7 for a full house or only 1 for two pair. Avoid these games.A few
games are called “Bonus Poker” by IGT, but I consider them variations of Jacks or Better,
because all of the 4-of-a-kinds return the same amount. These are the two best pay schedules in
this group:Aces & FacesAces & Faces is exactly like Bonus Poker, except you get 40 coins per
coin bet for four Js-Ks instead of four 2s-4s. This has the effect of increasing the return on the



game slightly for three reasons:You’ll hold JJ, QQ, and KK in preference to a 4-card flush, but
not 22, 33, or 44. These turn into quads approximately once every 360 times you draw to
them.There are several 2-card royal flush combinations (e.g., 'KQ', 'JT') or two unsuited high
cards (e.g., AK, QJ) that you hold in this game. These can turn into the right quad on occasion.
There are no similar 2-card combinations with a 2, 3, or 4.Sometimes you’ll hold a single K, Q, or
J—which will end up in a quad once in about 4,000 times you do it. You never hold a single 2, 3,
or 4.The net gain from these factors is small (about 0.09%), but if you have a choice, play this
game instead of Bonus Poker, because over time this gain adds up.Variations of this game
return either less than 7 for a full house and/or only 1 for two pair. Avoid these games.Medium
Volatility—Two Pair Pays Single, No KickersDouble BonusDouble Bonus gets its name because
the return on all 4-of-a-kinds is exactly double that of Bonus Poker. To pay for this higher return
on the 1-in-400 hands 4-of-a-kinds, the return on two pair is reduced from 2 coins to 1 coin. This
one change makes a big difference in both the volatility and the strategy.The reduction from
getting paid 2-for-1 to only 1-for-1 reduces the return on the game by more than 10%, and the
doubling of the return on the quads adds far less than that. To bring the return of this game into
the acceptable range (i.e., low enough from the casino point of view and high enough from the
player point of view), increases also have to be made to the full house, flush, and sometimes the
straight.In most games, the specific version can be identified by two numbers (such as 9/6 Jacks
or Better or 8/5 Bonus Poker). In Double Bonus, however, the 9/6 version sometimes pays 5 for a
straight and sometimes pays 4. For this reason, we need three numbers, 9/6/5 and 9/6/4, to
distinguish them. Although found in many casinos, both 9/6/5 and 9/6/4 Double Bonus are very
tight and should be avoided.The last game listed, 10/7/80, is not an IGT game. It’s found,
occasionally, on Bally GameMaker machines. It was included in Video Poker for Winners
because it can still be found in some casinos.Double Aces & FacesDouble Aces & Faces is a
version of Double Bonus where four Js-Ks receive the intermediate-size reward instead of four
2s-4s. Double Aces & Faces is always slightly superior to the same pay schedule on Double
Bonus, for exactly the same reasons discussed in the introduction to Aces & Faces.Bonus Poker
DeluxeBonus Poker Deluxe is like Jacks or Better in that all 4-of-a-kinds are paid the same
amount, but unlike Jacks or Better, it’s a large amount. This is offset by paying only 1 coin for two
pair.This game pays various amounts for the straight flush, so check out all categories before
you sit down. In the earliest version of Triple Play (still found on old machines in some casinos),
this game was erroneously called Bonus Poker.The 8/5 game (returning 97.40%) is too tight for
serious play, but several casinos and bars offer the game, hoping players will confuse 8/5 Bonus
Poker (which is the best pay schedule for that game) with 8/5 Bonus Poker Deluxe (which
isn’t).Super Double BonusSuper Double Bonus is a variation of Double Bonus, in which four
jacks, queens, and kings are paid 120 per coin bet, rather than the normal 50. The straight flush
is higher than usual, so that affects the play on some hands. The pays for the full house and
flush are reduced to bring the return of the game into the acceptable range.The combination of
the increase in the return at the high end (i.e., the straight flush and 4-of-a-kinds) and the



decrease in the return for the mid-level full house and flush drives up the volatility.The 600-coin
jackpot for four Js-Ks makes the game an awkward fit for the $2 denomination. A 599-coin
version (paying $1,198 instead of $1,200 for these quads) would be more popular for W-2G
reasons.All American Poker—Also Known As U.S.A. PokerAll American Poker can be found on
Bally machines only. Since Bally owns the name, when IGT wanted to offer the game it had to
come up with another name; hence, U.S.A. Poker. The game is rare, primarily because casinos
aren’t happy with the sky-high return of the base game. The versions with a lower-than-40 payoff
for 4-of-a-kinds have not caught on with players.What makes this game unusual is that full
houses, flushes, and straights all return the same amount. This creates a lot of strategy changes
relative to other games and the strategy is difficult—full of penalty-card considerations. (“Penalty
cards” affect playing strategies and are discussed in-depth later in this book.)High Volatility—
Two Pair Pays Single, No KickersSuper Aces BonusThis is a game in which four aces pays half
of the amount for a royal. Other 4-of-a-kinds get the same as they do in Double Bonus. This
stacking of the return into a once-every-4,200-hands event (the quad aces) shoots the variance
sky high.White Hot AcesWhite Hot Aces is probably misnamed. While you get a bunch for aces,
you also get a lot for four 2s, 3s, and 4s. It’s the same game as the more-appropriately named
Triple Bonus Poker Plus, save for a slight reduction in the straight flush.When you bet 5 coins,
the return for four aces is 1,200 coins. This is a nuisance value (with respect to W-2s) when you
play for dollars. It’s common on older stand-alone machines for four aces to pay $1,199, which is
much more popular with players.Triple Bonus Poker PlusTriple Bonus Poker Plus is the same
game as White Hot Aces, except straight flushes return 100-per-coin bet rather than 80. This
similarity sneaks up on you, because the names are nothing alike.The higher return for the
straight flush adds almost a quarter of a percent compared to the White Hot Aces game with the
same pay schedule.High Volatility—Two Pair Pays Single, With KickersDouble Double
BonusThis is the most popular video poker game in the country and was the first to have kickers.
A kicker is the fifth card in the same hand with a 4-of-a-kind. In this game, four aces, 2s, 3s, and
4s combined with an ace, 2, 3, or 4 as a kicker pays dividends.Kicker games are necessarily
highly volatile, because the biggest payoffs come around very rarely. Four aces with a kicker, for
example, occurs about one time in 16,000 hands. There’ll be days when you get these two or
more times—and those are the days you like to brag about to your friends. There’ll be other
times when it seems like forever between these jackpots. These are very expensive dry spells.
That’s what being “highly volatile” means.Double Double Aces & FacesThis is a variation of
Double Double Bonus in which four Js-Ks provide the intermediate-valued 4-of-a-kinds instead
of 2s-4s. As discussed in the description for Aces & Faces, this adds a little to the return.Video
Poker for the Intelligent BeginnerBob DancerHuntington PressLas Vegas NevadaVideo Poker
for the Intelligent BeginnerPublished byHuntington Press3665 Procyon StreetLas Vegas, NV
89103Phone (702) 252-0655e-mail: books@huntingtonpress.comThe author has been
successful financially using the methods outlined in this book. At the same time, all gambling
involves risk. While most players experience a mix of good luck and bad over time, certain



players end up with much-better-than-typical results, while other players end up with much-
worse-than-typical results.For this reason, we can make no guarantees regarding the results of
any particular player who employees the methods within.All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be translated, reproduced, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and recording, or by any information storage
and retrieval system, without the express written permission of the copyright
owner.DedicationThis book is dedicated to those who really want to kick the casino in the butt,
but need a little help to get started. Start kicking!AcknowledgmentsI couldn’t have written this
book without the questions from tens of thousands of students over the years. I watch the faces
of my students during my explanations to see if I'm getting through, and during the course of this
process have changed the way I present information.I continue to marvel at the way Anthony
Curtis and Deke Castleman of Huntington Press transform my manuscripts into real live books.
They have numerous helpers in the background whom I largely don’t see, but these two pepper
me with many hundreds of questions and suggestions designed to make the book better.As
always, my wife Shirley is watching my back. I get to live my dream, which is to play, study, and
write about video poker. This game still intrigues me after fifteen years. All Shirley has to do is
everything else. And she does this well. And she continues to intrigue me after eleven
years.ContentsIntroductionPart I—The Games1 Introduction to the Games2 No Wild Cards3
Deuces Wild4 Joker Wild5 Multi Strike6 Six Coins Per Line7 How Important Is the Return on the
Game?8 When You Play Less-Than-100% GamesPart II—The Strategies9 Learning the
Strategies10 Learning 9/6 Jacks or Better11 Learning 10/7 Double Bonus12 Learning 9/6
Double Double Bonus13 Learning Deuces Wild14 Too Many Wrong Mistakes11915 Learning
the Advanced HandsPart III—Beyond the Machines16 Slot Clubs17 Evaluating Casino
Promotions18 Video Poker Progressives19 Bankroll20 Scouting21 Video Poker Teams22 Video
Poker Tournaments23 Volatility, Variance, and Standard Deviation24 How Strategies Are
Determined25 Video Poker Questions At the Blackjack Ball26 Winning This TimeAbout the
AuthorChart ReferencesIntroductionThe rules of the game are a lot different for the informed
than for the uninformed. This is a fact of life for many endeavors, and especially so in a casino.
Casinos extract billions of dollars a year from the uninformed, while a small number of informed
players manage to come out ahead of the game.Video poker is one of the few games in a casino
where thousands of players come out ahead every year. And several tens of thousands of
players know enough about the game to enjoy casino vacations that cost them far less than
retail.Video poker is a great game. It’s exciting, interesting, and the intelligent player, if motivated
and willing to study, has a shot at learning to play well enough to win. There are more net
winners at video poker than in all other casino games combined. And if you include the players
who receive casino benefits worth more than what they lose, the winners are in the tens of
thousands.How can this be? Casinos aren’t charities. They profit from video poker games. If the
casinos weren’t winning, the games wouldn’t be there. How can there be winning players and
winning casinos at the same time? That appears to be creative mathematics of the highest



order.The not-so-hard-to-understand explanation is that there are more video poker losers than
there are winners. Many more. And the size of the losses exceeds the size of the net wins.The
title of this book stresses that it’s a guide for the intelligent beginner. Many books on gambling
promise that anyone who tries to win will be successful. That’s simply not true. Video poker is, at
its essence, applied mathematics. To grasp the concepts, you need to be reasonably intelligent.
You don’t need to be an Einstein, but almost all successful players are smarter than
average.Most bright people who pick up this book can learn to do reasonably well at this game.
If they want to badly enough. If they study hard enough. If they review frequently. If you have the
will to win, this book will get you started.So how smart do you have to be? For starters, you have
to have some facility with numbers. Let me give you an example. Let’s say one casino offers a
9/6 Jacks or Better game (which we will find returns 99.54%), a 0.33% cash slot club, and
monthly mailers worth 0.25%. Another casino offers NSU Deuces Wild (99.73%) with a 0.17%
cash slot club and monthly mailers worth 0.125%. Which is the better deal?For bright people, it’s
easy to add up 99.54% + 0.33% + 0.25% and get 100.12% in the first case, and 99.73% +
0.17% + 0.125% and get 100.025% in the second, making the first game the better play. Yet a lot
of players are either arithmetically challenged or otherwise unable to make this calculation.
Many of those players choose the wrong game simply because they can’t (or won’t) take the
time to add up the numbers. Or perhaps they just don’t believe in them.This book will not take
you all the way to being a video poker expert. There’s simply too much information to present to
get to that level. But it will take you far enough so that you can understand the books that will
take you all the way.The “bible” of how to play the hands in video poker is the Winner’s Guide
series that I wrote with Liam W. Daily. Each of those volumes presents four different strategies,
from beginner to advanced, for each game covered. These books average more than 100 pages
in length, whereas no other author that I know of has written more than 10 pages in one place
about how to play any specific game. In short, no other series even attempts to cover the games
in such depth.This book is very different. It covers how to choose the right machine. It covers
how to evaluate slot clubs. It discusses several different promotions and how to evaluate them. It
debunks several myths surrounding video poker.Practicing on a computer program is essential if
you wish to succeed, because the game is too complicated to master without computer help. As
such, a key part of this book is the step-by-step guide to using the features of Video Poker for
Winners, the best computer trainer on the market.This book does not cover advanced strategy
for any game. It’s simply too difficult for many players, and relatively unimportant. If you follow the
concepts that are presented here, you’ll have the ability to succeed at this game. You’ll also have
enough background to go to the Winner’s Guides for the advanced strategy, which will give you
a bit extra.There are dozens of different video poker games, and if you consider pay schedules
within variations, there are hundreds of different versions. No one can play all of them at the
highest level. In this book I present strategies for five different games, which may or may not be
the best games in the casinos where you play. It doesn’t matter. The strategies are presented for
the primary purpose of teaching you how to use a strategy chart. There’s a relatively simple



technique to use “top-down” strategy charts like the ones presented here. I teach it to you in Part
II of this book and give you dozens of examples. If you take the time to master it, you can create
the strategies for the games you play by using Video Poker for Winners and your results next
year will be significantly better than your results last year. If you choose not to study the
techniques, your results next year will likely be about the same as they were last year.What Is
Video Poker?Video poker, at its essence, is a very simple game. You place a bet. You’re dealt
five cards. You choose which of those cards, if any, you wish to hold. Additional cards are dealt
to complete your hand. You’re paid if you’ve made a paying hand. The end. You can begin
another game by placing another bet, but you don’t have to.Hidden in this simplicity, however,
are several complicating factors. First, there’s the game itself. One large modern casino can
feature more than 100 different types of video poker games. These can vary by denomination
(1¢, 2¢, 5¢, 10¢, 25¢, 50¢, $1, $2, $5, and up) or by game type (Jacks or Better, Double Double
Bonus Poker, Deuces Wild, etc.). Soon I will give you the information necessary to make sense
out of the different game types.Within each game type, there are a variety of different pay
schedules. You’ll also learn these, and find out which are the best ones and which ones should
be avoided.For a 52-card game, precisely 2,598,960 different hands can be dealt, although
duplicates make this number more manageable. For example, 5h 5s 5d 3h 3s is a different hand
than 5h 5s 5d 3h 3d, but we play them the same. In a later chapter we’ll explore how often
certain types of hands occur.For most hands, there is one unique best play. For a few hands, two
different holds have equal values. In Double Double Bonus, for example, if you’re dealt 2h 4s 5d
6c 8h, it’s equally correct to hold 2456 as it is to hold 4568, and both of these plays are quite a
bit superior to throwing everything away. For a hand like 2s 4s 5s Ah Qh, only one hold is correct,
even if it isn’t obvious (whether you hold the spades or the hearts depends on which game
you’re playing). If you want to play any video poker game, you need to learn how to play each
hand correctly. Learning how to play each of 2,598,960 different hands may sound like a
horrendously difficult task, but it’s not, as you’ll see as we progress.Notice that video poker has
only one betting interval—you bet once and you’re in the game until the end. This makes the
game fundamentally different from either live poker or blackjack.Video poker is dealt fairly, at
least if you play in Nevada, Mississippi, New Jersey, and other government-regulated states.
This may not be true in casinos in New York, Florida, and Washington, among others. The
device that determines which cards are dealt is called the random number generator, or RNG.
It’s actually a computer algorithm, rather than a “device.” Many players become concerned about
the exact nature of how RNGs work. To me, this appears to be a waste of time. The purpose of
the RNG is to simulate a fair deal from a well shuffled deck. No computer program can be
completely random, but it can be close enough. There are statistical measures to determine
whether an RNG is sufficiently random. I personally bet hundreds of millions of dollars a year on
video poker and I know within what range my results should fall. My results are very close to
what they should be. I recommend you spend your time learning to play the games accurately
and not worrying about the exact workings of the RNG.What Makes Video Poker Special?There



are numerous gambling games of various stripes. For me, video poker is king. Let me tell you
why I believe this.The overwhelming reason I embrace video poker is that I’ve found I can make
a very good living gambling at the game. Year after year. Video poker is not the only game where
the best players can have a consistent advantage (blackjack, poker, and sports betting are
others that qualify), but it’s a game that I’ve found relatively easy to do master and the casinos let
you play. My experience at blackjack was that by the time I got good enough at card counting to
win regularly, several casinos demanded that I stop playing that game at their establishment.
Although you can also be restricted from playing video poker, it happens much more rarely.If I
couldn’t win at a game, I wouldn’t play it. For me, this is a very simple choice. The driving force
for me is money, though I get a lot of pleasure from matching wits with a casino and coming out
ahead. I didn’t derive that level of pleasure working in a corporation and earning a paycheck.In
addition to the money, the lifestyle afforded by successful video poker play is very attractive. In
the past nine years, my wife Shirley and I have spent 15 weeks cruising to Mexico, Hawaii,
Alaska, the Caribbean, the Bahamas, and the Mediterranean—all free because we’ve played
video poker. We’ve been given seven automobiles during that time period. Free. We’ve stayed in
luxurious hotel suites and eaten in exquisite restaurants. Our home base is Las Vegas, but we
get to travel to casino destinations across the country. I’ve seen more of the country and the
world in the past decade, all on the casinos' dime, than in my previous five decades
combined.While my results are definitely better than average, they’re not unique. Hundreds of
other players enjoy these kinds of perks, and many readers of this book will eventually have
these kinds of results. Some people are willing to lose money in order to obtain this lifestyle. I
can understand that choice and I don’t fault it. Fortunately, Shirley and I haven’t been placed in
the position to have to make that choice yet.Although money and lifestyle are paramount to me,
there are many other intriguing features about video poker. For starters, it’s a solved game. The
strategy for 9/6 Jacks or Better, for example, has been worked out perfectly and is relatively
easily memorized—at least it is for intelligent people. This makes it very different from either
poker or sports betting. In those activities, you’re competing against all of the other players in the
game. If the skills of those other players improve, you need to make adjustments.It’s easy to
measure your skill level in video poker, as computer software is available to do this. Video Poker
for Winners is the program I recommend. It records every error you make and yields accurate
measures on how well you’re playing. Although products are available to do this in blackjack, no
product is available in either sports betting or live poker to accurately measure (or even
estimate) your skill level.Computer software also helps you get better. Video Poker for Winners
corrects you when you hold incorrectly, allows you to analyze any hand you’re unsure about, and
even tells you what size bankroll you need to play a game. We’ll examine other features of this
remarkable product throughout this book.A significant amount of literature is available about the
game. If you want to get better, books, Winner’s Guides, strategy cards, and the like are
available. There are Internet bulletin boards available (vpFREE is the biggest) where video poker
is discussed 24/7.Although the games themselves are constant, the environment keeps



changing. Casinos change slot clubs and promotions regularly. Frequently, you’ll find yourself
operating in an atmosphere of incomplete information. To me, this is what keeps the game
interesting.There’s relatively little human interaction when playing. Whether this is a plus or a
minus depends on your personality, I suppose, and your people skills. There are a lot of one-of-a-
kind personalities among video poker players, many of whom have not been successful at
“normal” jobs. A lot of us, myself included, have found we can thrive being our own boss, while
we didn’t do so well working in large corporations.Once you learn the key concepts (which are
explained in this book), you can tell at a glance which machines yield a good gamble and which
don’t. This is not a difficult skill to master, but it’s surprising how many players pay little attention
to this important consideration.I like the emotional highs and lows of winning and losing. Winning
streaks are very heady. Losing streaks hurt like hell, but you know they’re going to end. Other
gambling games have similar types of swings; if they’re too painful for you, you don’t belong in a
casino.Finally, video poker is very likely to be available in casinos for many years. This means
that if you take the time to study and become good, you’ll reap the benefits for a long time to
come.Doing the MathI showed a draft of this book to one of my nieces and she declared it “too
mathy.” Even though Erin is a college graduate and has a responsible job, she’s not particularly
adept at mathematics, so she shies away from math problems whenever possible. Her fiancé is
much better in this area, so if something involving math needs figuring out, Erin lets Andrew
have a go at it.Erin has no burning desire to get good at video poker, so whether this book is too
mathy or not is irrelevant. If she wasn’t given a free copy by Uncle Bob, she’d never look at the
book in the first place. But anyone interested in getting good at this game better at least make an
effort to become competent at solving typical video poker math problems. Most of them aren’t
particularly difficult once you’ve been shown how to do them (which I’ve attempted to do
throughout this book), but those who automatically shy away are severely limiting their potential
of becoming good.It’s not required that you love doing the math. It’s merely required that you
know your way around these problems. If that’s too much to ask, you might want to consider
another hobby.Part I: The Games1Introduction to the GamesIntroduction to the Introduction to
the GamesThe title above probably makes it look like I need a new editor (or perhaps I just enjoy
being a wise guy), but there’s a reason why this is here. While it’s necessary to differentiate
between video poker games, there’s no single or unique way to do so. I’ve chosen “volatility” as a
major differentiator, and it’s used in the charts that you’ll be looking at soon. Let me tell you why I
give volatility as much weight as I do.In Chapter 23, “Volatility, Variance, and Standard
Deviation,” I discuss volatility in much more depth (jump ahead and read that chapter now if you
want to understand more before going further). For now, though, volatility should be thought of
simply as a measure of how big you can expect a game’s ups and downs to be. Although all
gambling games contain some volatility, how much a given player can stomach varies by
personality, wealth, age, and numerous other factors. Most players learn early on what volatility,
or “risk,” level they’re comfortable with. Shirley, for example, embraces volatility much less
eagerly than I do. I know that I’ll play long enough to experience the highs and lows, so the



“average return” becomes the most important measure for me. For Shirley, serious losing streaks
are extremely irritating, so volatility level takes on additional importance for her.Each pay-
schedule chart in this book contains three rows of numbers at the bottom. The first, “Theoretical
Return,” is the measure of average return that I just referenced (the one that’s important to me).
The next two, “Variance” and “Standard Deviation,” are the volatility measures. If you don’t
completely follow their significance, simply understanding that the higher they are, the bigger the
ups and downs of your bankroll will be when you play them, is enough to know for now.The
Game CategoriesLater you’ll learn strategies for several of the most popular games. But first I’d
like to give you an overview that answers questions such as, “What’s the difference between
Double Double Bonus and Super Double Bonus?” or, “Is Deuces Wild more or less volatile than
Double Bonus?” This overview does not answer questions like, “How do you play Ks Kd Qd Jd
3c?” (for which the answer is, “It depends on the game and the pay schedule, but plan on
holding the Kd no matter what.”)To provide a framework to work by, first I divide the games into
three categories:No Wild CardsDeuces Wild VariationsJoker Wild VariationsSince No Wild
Cards is by far the largest of the group, I further divide that as follows:Low Volatility—two pair
pays doubleJacks or BetterBonus PokerAces & FacesMedium Volatility—two pair pays
singleDouble BonusDouble Aces & FacesBonus Poker DeluxeSuper Double BonusAll American
Poker (also known as U.S.A. Poker)High Volatility—two pair pays single, no kickersWhite Hot
AcesTriple Bonus Poker PlusSuper Aces BonusHigh Volatility—two pair pays single, with
kickersDouble Double Bonus PokerDouble Double Aces & FacesSuper Double Double
BonusTriple Double BonusMiscellaneous Non-Wild CardRoyal Aces BonusTriple Bonus
PokerPick A Pair Poker (also known as Pick’Em Poker)While not as plentiful as the non-wild card
games, I'm breaking Deuces Wild into three categories as well:Standard Deuces Wild
VariationsHigher Pay for Four DeucesDouble DeucesLoose DeucesTriple DeucesDeuces Bonus
VariationsDeuces BonusDeuces Double BonusSuper Bonus Deuces WildThere are numerous
Joker Wild variations, so these are broken down as follows:Kings or Better Joker WildTwo Pair
Joker PokerFive-of-a-Kind Joker PokerDouble Joker2No Wild CardsLow Volatility—Two Pair
Pays DoubleJacks or BetterJacks or Better is the granddaddy of all video poker games. It’s
sometimes called “Draw Poker,” and on Triple Play, Five Play, and Ten Play machines the game
is called “Triple Play,” “Five Play,” and “Ten Play.” On Fifty Play and Hundred Play machines, the
game is called “Jacks or Better.” Go figure.Three key characteristics define this game:• You get
your money back for a pair of jacks or better; that is, JJ, QQ, KK, and AA. A lot of games have
this trait, so just seeing the words “Jacks or Better pays 1-1” at the bottom of a pay schedule isn’t
enough to ensure that you’re playing Jacks or Better.• You get double your money back for two
pair. This is relatively rare.• You get the same amount for all 4-of-a-kinds (quads). This amount is
usually 25-for-1 (not always). This is relatively rare—four aces in this game pays exactly the
same as four 7s rare—four aces in this game pays exactly the same as four 7s for-1 -1 to-1—25-
for-1 means you get 25 coins when you win a 1-coin bet, while 25-to-1 means you get 26 coins.
These are notthe same, but many players erroneously use them interchangeably.)Where you



distinguish between “good” Jacks or Better and “bad” Jacks or Better is in the amount you get for
the full house and flush. Look at the following chart:Notice that the return of the full house and
flush is used as the name of the game. That is, 9/6 Jacks or Better means you receive 9 for a full
house and 6 for a flush.These pay schedules are listed on the machine. Sometimes they’re
visible on the front glass and sometimes you need to press a “See Pays” button, but the
information is available. The pay schedule is the singlemost important feature in choosing a
good machine. Let me rephrase that. Nothing is more important than the pay schedule. If you
see me playing Jacks or Better, it will always be the 9/6 variety. It will never be any of the lesser
pay schedules. You don’t have to follow this rule … unless you want a decent chance at
winning.Note that the variance of 9/6 Jacks or Better is slightly higher than the other games.
While higher variance is not something I recommend that you seek, the theoretical return is, by
far, the more important factor.Notice that the top entry of the pay schedule indicates that you get
800 for the royal flush. You’ll rarely see that on a machine’s pay schedule. Instead, you’ll usually
see that royal flushes return 250 (for 1) if you bet 1 coin and 4,000 if you bet 5 coins. Since 4,000
for 5 coins is equivalent to 800 for 1 coin, it’s conventional in video poker books to list 800 for a 1-
coin bet.The return on the flush is the single most important element of the pay schedule
affecting strategy. That means that the 9/6 and 8/6 games have very similar strategies (identical,
in fact, at the level of accuracy presented in this book).There are lesser pay schedules than
listed above. You can identify them by a lower return for the full house and/or single money for
two pair. Avoid these games.Bonus PokerBonus Poker is a variation of Jacks or Better.Three key
characteristics define this game, the first two of which are identical to what you find in Jacks or
Better:• Same as the first distinguishing characteristic in Jacks or Better—you get your money
back for JJ, QQ, KK, and AA.• Same as the second distinguishing characteristic in Jacks or
Better—you get double your money back for two pair.• For four aces, you get 80 coins per coin
bet. For four 2s-4s, you get 40 coins per coin bet. For four 5s-Ks, you get the same 25 coins per
coin bet as you do in Jacks or Better.Where you distinguish between “good” Bonus Poker games
and “bad” Bonus Poker games is in the amount you get for the full house and flush.Variations of
this game return either less than 7 for a full house or only 1 for two pair. Avoid these games.A few
games are called “Bonus Poker” by IGT, but I consider them variations of Jacks or Better,
because all of the 4-of-a-kinds return the same amount. These are the two best pay schedules in
this group:Aces & FacesAces & Faces is exactly like Bonus Poker, except you get 40 coins per
coin bet for four Js-Ks instead of four 2s-4s. This has the effect of increasing the return on the
game slightly for three reasons:You’ll hold JJ, QQ, and KK in preference to a 4-card flush, but
not 22, 33, or 44. These turn into quads approximately once every 360 times you draw to
them.There are several 2-card royal flush combinations (e.g., 'KQ', 'JT') or two unsuited high
cards (e.g., AK, QJ) that you hold in this game. These can turn into the right quad on occasion.
There are no similar 2-card combinations with a 2, 3, or 4.Sometimes you’ll hold a single K, Q, or
J—which will end up in a quad once in about 4,000 times you do it. You never hold a single 2, 3,
or 4.The net gain from these factors is small (about 0.09%), but if you have a choice, play this



game instead of Bonus Poker, because over time this gain adds up.Variations of this game
return either less than 7 for a full house and/or only 1 for two pair. Avoid these games.Medium
Volatility—Two Pair Pays Single, No KickersDouble BonusDouble Bonus gets its name because
the return on all 4-of-a-kinds is exactly double that of Bonus Poker. To pay for this higher return
on the 1-in-400 hands 4-of-a-kinds, the return on two pair is reduced from 2 coins to 1 coin. This
one change makes a big difference in both the volatility and the strategy.The reduction from
getting paid 2-for-1 to only 1-for-1 reduces the return on the game by more than 10%, and the
doubling of the return on the quads adds far less than that. To bring the return of this game into
the acceptable range (i.e., low enough from the casino point of view and high enough from the
player point of view), increases also have to be made to the full house, flush, and sometimes the
straight.In most games, the specific version can be identified by two numbers (such as 9/6 Jacks
or Better or 8/5 Bonus Poker). In Double Bonus, however, the 9/6 version sometimes pays 5 for a
straight and sometimes pays 4. For this reason, we need three numbers, 9/6/5 and 9/6/4, to
distinguish them. Although found in many casinos, both 9/6/5 and 9/6/4 Double Bonus are very
tight and should be avoided.The last game listed, 10/7/80, is not an IGT game. It’s found,
occasionally, on Bally GameMaker machines. It was included in Video Poker for Winners
because it can still be found in some casinos.Double Aces & FacesDouble Aces & Faces is a
version of Double Bonus where four Js-Ks receive the intermediate-size reward instead of four
2s-4s. Double Aces & Faces is always slightly superior to the same pay schedule on Double
Bonus, for exactly the same reasons discussed in the introduction to Aces & Faces.Bonus Poker
DeluxeBonus Poker Deluxe is like Jacks or Better in that all 4-of-a-kinds are paid the same
amount, but unlike Jacks or Better, it’s a large amount. This is offset by paying only 1 coin for two
pair.This game pays various amounts for the straight flush, so check out all categories before
you sit down. In the earliest version of Triple Play (still found on old machines in some casinos),
this game was erroneously called Bonus Poker.The 8/5 game (returning 97.40%) is too tight for
serious play, but several casinos and bars offer the game, hoping players will confuse 8/5 Bonus
Poker (which is the best pay schedule for that game) with 8/5 Bonus Poker Deluxe (which
isn’t).Super Double BonusSuper Double Bonus is a variation of Double Bonus, in which four
jacks, queens, and kings are paid 120 per coin bet, rather than the normal 50. The straight flush
is higher than usual, so that affects the play on some hands. The pays for the full house and
flush are reduced to bring the return of the game into the acceptable range.The combination of
the increase in the return at the high end (i.e., the straight flush and 4-of-a-kinds) and the
decrease in the return for the mid-level full house and flush drives up the volatility.The 600-coin
jackpot for four Js-Ks makes the game an awkward fit for the $2 denomination. A 599-coin
version (paying $1,198 instead of $1,200 for these quads) would be more popular for W-2G
reasons.All American Poker—Also Known As U.S.A. PokerAll American Poker can be found on
Bally machines only. Since Bally owns the name, when IGT wanted to offer the game it had to
come up with another name; hence, U.S.A. Poker. The game is rare, primarily because casinos
aren’t happy with the sky-high return of the base game. The versions with a lower-than-40 payoff



for 4-of-a-kinds have not caught on with players.What makes this game unusual is that full
houses, flushes, and straights all return the same amount. This creates a lot of strategy changes
relative to other games and the strategy is difficult—full of penalty-card considerations. (“Penalty
cards” affect playing strategies and are discussed in-depth later in this book.)High Volatility—
Two Pair Pays Single, No KickersSuper Aces BonusThis is a game in which four aces pays half
of the amount for a royal. Other 4-of-a-kinds get the same as they do in Double Bonus. This
stacking of the return into a once-every-4,200-hands event (the quad aces) shoots the variance
sky high.White Hot AcesWhite Hot Aces is probably misnamed. While you get a bunch for aces,
you also get a lot for four 2s, 3s, and 4s. It’s the same game as the more-appropriately named
Triple Bonus Poker Plus, save for a slight reduction in the straight flush.When you bet 5 coins,
the return for four aces is 1,200 coins. This is a nuisance value (with respect to W-2s) when you
play for dollars. It’s common on older stand-alone machines for four aces to pay $1,199, which is
much more popular with players.Triple Bonus Poker PlusTriple Bonus Poker Plus is the same
game as White Hot Aces, except straight flushes return 100-per-coin bet rather than 80. This
similarity sneaks up on you, because the names are nothing alike.The higher return for the
straight flush adds almost a quarter of a percent compared to the White Hot Aces game with the
same pay schedule.High Volatility—Two Pair Pays Single, With KickersDouble Double
BonusThis is the most popular video poker game in the country and was the first to have kickers.
A kicker is the fifth card in the same hand with a 4-of-a-kind. In this game, four aces, 2s, 3s, and
4s combined with an ace, 2, 3, or 4 as a kicker pays dividends.Kicker games are necessarily
highly volatile, because the biggest payoffs come around very rarely. Four aces with a kicker, for
example, occurs about one time in 16,000 hands. There’ll be days when you get these two or
more times—and those are the days you like to brag about to your friends. There’ll be other
times when it seems like forever between these jackpots. These are very expensive dry spells.
That’s what being “highly volatile” means.Double Double Aces & FacesThis is a variation of
Double Double Bonus in which four Js-Ks provide the intermediate-valued 4-of-a-kinds instead
of 2s-4s. As discussed in the description for Aces & Faces, this adds a little to the return.Video
Poker for the Intelligent BeginnerBob DancerHuntington PressLas Vegas NevadaVideo Poker
for the Intelligent BeginnerPublished byHuntington Press3665 Procyon StreetLas Vegas, NV
89103Phone (702) 252-0655e-mail: books@huntingtonpress.comCopyright ©2008, Bob
DancerISBN: 978-0-929712-55-0Cover provided by: Mike InksDesign & production: Laurie
ShawThe author has been successful financially using the methods outlined in this book. At the
same time, all gambling involves risk. While most players experience a mix of good luck and bad
over time, certain players end up with much-better-than-typical results, while other players end
up with much-worse-than-typical results.For this reason, we can make no guarantees regarding
the results of any particular player who employees the methods within.All rights reserved. No
part of this publication may be translated, reproduced, or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and recording, or by any information
storage and retrieval system, without the express written permission of the copyright



owner.DedicationThis book is dedicated to those who really want to kick the casino in the butt,
but need a little help to get started. Start kicking!AcknowledgmentsI couldn’t have written this
book without the questions from tens of thousands of students over the years. I watch the faces
of my students during my explanations to see if I'm getting through, and during the course of this
process have changed the way I present information.I continue to marvel at the way Anthony
Curtis and Deke Castleman of Huntington Press transform my manuscripts into real live books.
They have numerous helpers in the background whom I largely don’t see, but these two pepper
me with many hundreds of questions and suggestions designed to make the book better.As
always, my wife Shirley is watching my back. I get to live my dream, which is to play, study, and
write about video poker. This game still intrigues me after fifteen years. All Shirley has to do is
everything else. And she does this well. And she continues to intrigue me after eleven
years.ContentsIntroductionPart I—The Games1 Introduction to the Games2 No Wild Cards3
Deuces Wild4 Joker Wild5 Multi Strike6 Six Coins Per Line7 How Important Is the Return on the
Game?8 When You Play Less-Than-100% GamesPart II—The Strategies9 Learning the
Strategies10 Learning 9/6 Jacks or Better11 Learning 10/7 Double Bonus12 Learning 9/6
Double Double Bonus13 Learning Deuces Wild14 Too Many Wrong Mistakes11915 Learning
the Advanced HandsPart III—Beyond the Machines16 Slot Clubs17 Evaluating Casino
Promotions18 Video Poker Progressives19 Bankroll20 Scouting21 Video Poker Teams22 Video
Poker Tournaments23 Volatility, Variance, and Standard Deviation24 How Strategies Are
Determined25 Video Poker Questions At the Blackjack Ball26 Winning This TimeAbout the
AuthorChart ReferencesIntroductionThe rules of the game are a lot different for the informed
than for the uninformed. This is a fact of life for many endeavors, and especially so in a casino.
Casinos extract billions of dollars a year from the uninformed, while a small number of informed
players manage to come out ahead of the game.Video poker is one of the few games in a casino
where thousands of players come out ahead every year. And several tens of thousands of
players know enough about the game to enjoy casino vacations that cost them far less than
retail.Video poker is a great game. It’s exciting, interesting, and the intelligent player, if motivated
and willing to study, has a shot at learning to play well enough to win. There are more net
winners at video poker than in all other casino games combined. And if you include the players
who receive casino benefits worth more than what they lose, the winners are in the tens of
thousands.How can this be? Casinos aren’t charities. They profit from video poker games. If the
casinos weren’t winning, the games wouldn’t be there. How can there be winning players and
winning casinos at the same time? That appears to be creative mathematics of the highest
order.The not-so-hard-to-understand explanation is that there are more video poker losers than
there are winners. Many more. And the size of the losses exceeds the size of the net wins.The
title of this book stresses that it’s a guide for the intelligent beginner. Many books on gambling
promise that anyone who tries to win will be successful. That’s simply not true. Video poker is, at
its essence, applied mathematics. To grasp the concepts, you need to be reasonably intelligent.
You don’t need to be an Einstein, but almost all successful players are smarter than



average.Most bright people who pick up this book can learn to do reasonably well at this game.
If they want to badly enough. If they study hard enough. If they review frequently. If you have the
will to win, this book will get you started.So how smart do you have to be? For starters, you have
to have some facility with numbers. Let me give you an example. Let’s say one casino offers a
9/6 Jacks or Better game (which we will find returns 99.54%), a 0.33% cash slot club, and
monthly mailers worth 0.25%. Another casino offers NSU Deuces Wild (99.73%) with a 0.17%
cash slot club and monthly mailers worth 0.125%. Which is the better deal?For bright people, it’s
easy to add up 99.54% + 0.33% + 0.25% and get 100.12% in the first case, and 99.73% +
0.17% + 0.125% and get 100.025% in the second, making the first game the better play. Yet a lot
of players are either arithmetically challenged or otherwise unable to make this calculation.
Many of those players choose the wrong game simply because they can’t (or won’t) take the
time to add up the numbers. Or perhaps they just don’t believe in them.This book will not take
you all the way to being a video poker expert. There’s simply too much information to present to
get to that level. But it will take you far enough so that you can understand the books that will
take you all the way.The “bible” of how to play the hands in video poker is the Winner’s Guide
series that I wrote with Liam W. Daily. Each of those volumes presents four different strategies,
from beginner to advanced, for each game covered. These books average more than 100 pages
in length, whereas no other author that I know of has written more than 10 pages in one place
about how to play any specific game. In short, no other series even attempts to cover the games
in such depth.This book is very different. It covers how to choose the right machine. It covers
how to evaluate slot clubs. It discusses several different promotions and how to evaluate them. It
debunks several myths surrounding video poker.Practicing on a computer program is essential if
you wish to succeed, because the game is too complicated to master without computer help. As
such, a key part of this book is the step-by-step guide to using the features of Video Poker for
Winners, the best computer trainer on the market.This book does not cover advanced strategy
for any game. It’s simply too difficult for many players, and relatively unimportant. If you follow the
concepts that are presented here, you’ll have the ability to succeed at this game. You’ll also have
enough background to go to the Winner’s Guides for the advanced strategy, which will give you
a bit extra.There are dozens of different video poker games, and if you consider pay schedules
within variations, there are hundreds of different versions. No one can play all of them at the
highest level. In this book I present strategies for five different games, which may or may not be
the best games in the casinos where you play. It doesn’t matter. The strategies are presented for
the primary purpose of teaching you how to use a strategy chart. There’s a relatively simple
technique to use “top-down” strategy charts like the ones presented here. I teach it to you in Part
II of this book and give you dozens of examples. If you take the time to master it, you can create
the strategies for the games you play by using Video Poker for Winners and your results next
year will be significantly better than your results last year. If you choose not to study the
techniques, your results next year will likely be about the same as they were last year.What Is
Video Poker?Video poker, at its essence, is a very simple game. You place a bet. You’re dealt



five cards. You choose which of those cards, if any, you wish to hold. Additional cards are dealt
to complete your hand. You’re paid if you’ve made a paying hand. The end. You can begin
another game by placing another bet, but you don’t have to.Hidden in this simplicity, however,
are several complicating factors. First, there’s the game itself. One large modern casino can
feature more than 100 different types of video poker games. These can vary by denomination
(1¢, 2¢, 5¢, 10¢, 25¢, 50¢, $1, $2, $5, and up) or by game type (Jacks or Better, Double Double
Bonus Poker, Deuces Wild, etc.). Soon I will give you the information necessary to make sense
out of the different game types.Within each game type, there are a variety of different pay
schedules. You’ll also learn these, and find out which are the best ones and which ones should
be avoided.For a 52-card game, precisely 2,598,960 different hands can be dealt, although
duplicates make this number more manageable. For example, 5h 5s 5d 3h 3s is a different hand
than 5h 5s 5d 3h 3d, but we play them the same. In a later chapter we’ll explore how often
certain types of hands occur.For most hands, there is one unique best play. For a few hands, two
different holds have equal values. In Double Double Bonus, for example, if you’re dealt 2h 4s 5d
6c 8h, it’s equally correct to hold 2456 as it is to hold 4568, and both of these plays are quite a
bit superior to throwing everything away. For a hand like 2s 4s 5s Ah Qh, only one hold is correct,
even if it isn’t obvious (whether you hold the spades or the hearts depends on which game
you’re playing). If you want to play any video poker game, you need to learn how to play each
hand correctly. Learning how to play each of 2,598,960 different hands may sound like a
horrendously difficult task, but it’s not, as you’ll see as we progress.Notice that video poker has
only one betting interval—you bet once and you’re in the game until the end. This makes the
game fundamentally different from either live poker or blackjack.Video poker is dealt fairly, at
least if you play in Nevada, Mississippi, New Jersey, and other government-regulated states.
This may not be true in casinos in New York, Florida, and Washington, among others. The
device that determines which cards are dealt is called the random number generator, or RNG.
It’s actually a computer algorithm, rather than a “device.” Many players become concerned about
the exact nature of how RNGs work. To me, this appears to be a waste of time. The purpose of
the RNG is to simulate a fair deal from a well shuffled deck. No computer program can be
completely random, but it can be close enough. There are statistical measures to determine
whether an RNG is sufficiently random. I personally bet hundreds of millions of dollars a year on
video poker and I know within what range my results should fall. My results are very close to
what they should be. I recommend you spend your time learning to play the games accurately
and not worrying about the exact workings of the RNG.What Makes Video Poker Special?There
are numerous gambling games of various stripes. For me, video poker is king. Let me tell you
why I believe this.The overwhelming reason I embrace video poker is that I’ve found I can make
a very good living gambling at the game. Year after year. Video poker is not the only game where
the best players can have a consistent advantage (blackjack, poker, and sports betting are
others that qualify), but it’s a game that I’ve found relatively easy to do master and the casinos let
you play. My experience at blackjack was that by the time I got good enough at card counting to



win regularly, several casinos demanded that I stop playing that game at their establishment.
Although you can also be restricted from playing video poker, it happens much more rarely.If I
couldn’t win at a game, I wouldn’t play it. For me, this is a very simple choice. The driving force
for me is money, though I get a lot of pleasure from matching wits with a casino and coming out
ahead. I didn’t derive that level of pleasure working in a corporation and earning a paycheck.In
addition to the money, the lifestyle afforded by successful video poker play is very attractive. In
the past nine years, my wife Shirley and I have spent 15 weeks cruising to Mexico, Hawaii,
Alaska, the Caribbean, the Bahamas, and the Mediterranean—all free because we’ve played
video poker. We’ve been given seven automobiles during that time period. Free. We’ve stayed in
luxurious hotel suites and eaten in exquisite restaurants. Our home base is Las Vegas, but we
get to travel to casino destinations across the country. I’ve seen more of the country and the
world in the past decade, all on the casinos' dime, than in my previous five decades
combined.While my results are definitely better than average, they’re not unique. Hundreds of
other players enjoy these kinds of perks, and many readers of this book will eventually have
these kinds of results. Some people are willing to lose money in order to obtain this lifestyle. I
can understand that choice and I don’t fault it. Fortunately, Shirley and I haven’t been placed in
the position to have to make that choice yet.Although money and lifestyle are paramount to me,
there are many other intriguing features about video poker. For starters, it’s a solved game. The
strategy for 9/6 Jacks or Better, for example, has been worked out perfectly and is relatively
easily memorized—at least it is for intelligent people. This makes it very different from either
poker or sports betting. In those activities, you’re competing against all of the other players in the
game. If the skills of those other players improve, you need to make adjustments.It’s easy to
measure your skill level in video poker, as computer software is available to do this. Video Poker
for Winners is the program I recommend. It records every error you make and yields accurate
measures on how well you’re playing. Although products are available to do this in blackjack, no
product is available in either sports betting or live poker to accurately measure (or even
estimate) your skill level.Computer software also helps you get better. Video Poker for Winners
corrects you when you hold incorrectly, allows you to analyze any hand you’re unsure about, and
even tells you what size bankroll you need to play a game. We’ll examine other features of this
remarkable product throughout this book.A significant amount of literature is available about the
game. If you want to get better, books, Winner’s Guides, strategy cards, and the like are
available. There are Internet bulletin boards available (vpFREE is the biggest) where video poker
is discussed 24/7.Although the games themselves are constant, the environment keeps
changing. Casinos change slot clubs and promotions regularly. Frequently, you’ll find yourself
operating in an atmosphere of incomplete information. To me, this is what keeps the game
interesting.There’s relatively little human interaction when playing. Whether this is a plus or a
minus depends on your personality, I suppose, and your people skills. There are a lot of one-of-a-
kind personalities among video poker players, many of whom have not been successful at
“normal” jobs. A lot of us, myself included, have found we can thrive being our own boss, while



we didn’t do so well working in large corporations.Once you learn the key concepts (which are
explained in this book), you can tell at a glance which machines yield a good gamble and which
don’t. This is not a difficult skill to master, but it’s surprising how many players pay little attention
to this important consideration.I like the emotional highs and lows of winning and losing. Winning
streaks are very heady. Losing streaks hurt like hell, but you know they’re going to end. Other
gambling games have similar types of swings; if they’re too painful for you, you don’t belong in a
casino.Finally, video poker is very likely to be available in casinos for many years. This means
that if you take the time to study and become good, you’ll reap the benefits for a long time to
come.Doing the MathI showed a draft of this book to one of my nieces and she declared it “too
mathy.” Even though Erin is a college graduate and has a responsible job, she’s not particularly
adept at mathematics, so she shies away from math problems whenever possible. Her fiancé is
much better in this area, so if something involving math needs figuring out, Erin lets Andrew
have a go at it.Erin has no burning desire to get good at video poker, so whether this book is too
mathy or not is irrelevant. If she wasn’t given a free copy by Uncle Bob, she’d never look at the
book in the first place. But anyone interested in getting good at this game better at least make an
effort to become competent at solving typical video poker math problems. Most of them aren’t
particularly difficult once you’ve been shown how to do them (which I’ve attempted to do
throughout this book), but those who automatically shy away are severely limiting their potential
of becoming good.It’s not required that you love doing the math. It’s merely required that you
know your way around these problems. If that’s too much to ask, you might want to consider
another hobby.Part I: The Games1Introduction to the GamesIntroduction to the Introduction to
the GamesThe title above probably makes it look like I need a new editor (or perhaps I just enjoy
being a wise guy), but there’s a reason why this is here. While it’s necessary to differentiate
between video poker games, there’s no single or unique way to do so. I’ve chosen “volatility” as a
major differentiator, and it’s used in the charts that you’ll be looking at soon. Let me tell you why I
give volatility as much weight as I do.In Chapter 23, “Volatility, Variance, and Standard
Deviation,” I discuss volatility in much more depth (jump ahead and read that chapter now if you
want to understand more before going further). For now, though, volatility should be thought of
simply as a measure of how big you can expect a game’s ups and downs to be. Although all
gambling games contain some volatility, how much a given player can stomach varies by
personality, wealth, age, and numerous other factors. Most players learn early on what volatility,
or “risk,” level they’re comfortable with. Shirley, for example, embraces volatility much less
eagerly than I do. I know that I’ll play long enough to experience the highs and lows, so the
“average return” becomes the most important measure for me. For Shirley, serious losing streaks
are extremely irritating, so volatility level takes on additional importance for her.Each pay-
schedule chart in this book contains three rows of numbers at the bottom. The first, “Theoretical
Return,” is the measure of average return that I just referenced (the one that’s important to me).
The next two, “Variance” and “Standard Deviation,” are the volatility measures. If you don’t
completely follow their significance, simply understanding that the higher they are, the bigger the



ups and downs of your bankroll will be when you play them, is enough to know for now.The
Game CategoriesLater you’ll learn strategies for several of the most popular games. But first I’d
like to give you an overview that answers questions such as, “What’s the difference between
Double Double Bonus and Super Double Bonus?” or, “Is Deuces Wild more or less volatile than
Double Bonus?” This overview does not answer questions like, “How do you play Ks Kd Qd Jd
3c?” (for which the answer is, “It depends on the game and the pay schedule, but plan on
holding the Kd no matter what.”)To provide a framework to work by, first I divide the games into
three categories: No Wild CardsDeuces Wild VariationsJoker Wild VariationsSince No Wild
Cards is by far the largest of the group, I further divide that as follows: Low Volatility—two pair
pays doubleJacks or BetterBonus PokerAces & FacesMedium Volatility—two pair pays
singleDouble BonusDouble Aces & FacesBonus Poker DeluxeSuper Double BonusAll American
Poker (also known as U.S.A. Poker)High Volatility—two pair pays single, no kickersWhite Hot
AcesTriple Bonus Poker PlusSuper Aces BonusHigh Volatility—two pair pays single, with
kickersDouble Double Bonus PokerDouble Double Aces & FacesSuper Double Double
BonusTriple Double BonusMiscellaneous Non-Wild CardRoyal Aces BonusTriple Bonus
PokerPick A Pair Poker (also known as Pick’Em Poker)While not as plentiful as the non-wild card
games, I'm breaking Deuces Wild into three categories as well:Standard Deuces Wild
VariationsHigher Pay for Four DeucesDouble DeucesLoose DeucesTriple DeucesDeuces Bonus
VariationsDeuces BonusDeuces Double BonusSuper Bonus Deuces WildThere are numerous
Joker Wild variations, so these are broken down as follows:Kings or Better Joker WildTwo Pair
Joker PokerFive-of-a-Kind Joker PokerDouble Joker2No Wild CardsLow Volatility—Two Pair
Pays DoubleJacks or BetterJacks or Better is the granddaddy of all video poker games. It’s
sometimes called “Draw Poker,” and on Triple Play, Five Play, and Ten Play machines the game
is called “Triple Play,” “Five Play,” and “Ten Play.” On Fifty Play and Hundred Play machines, the
game is called “Jacks or Better.” Go figure.Three key characteristics define this game:• You get
your money back for a pair of jacks or better; that is, JJ, QQ, KK, and AA. A lot of games have
this trait, so just seeing the words “Jacks or Better pays 1-1” at the bottom of a pay schedule isn’t
enough to ensure that you’re playing Jacks or Better.• You get double your money back for two
pair. This is relatively rare.• You get the same amount for all 4-of-a-kinds (quads). This amount is
usually 25-for-1 (not always). This is relatively rare—four aces in this game pays exactly the
same as four 7s rare—four aces in this game pays exactly the same as four 7s for-1 -1 to-1—25-
for-1 means you get 25 coins when you win a 1-coin bet, while 25-to-1 means you get 26 coins.
These are notthe same, but many players erroneously use them interchangeably.)Where you
distinguish between “good” Jacks or Better and “bad” Jacks or Better is in the amount you get for
the full house and flush. Look at the following chart:Notice that the return of the full house and
flush is used as the name of the game. That is, 9/6 Jacks or Better means you receive 9 for a full
house and 6 for a flush.These pay schedules are listed on the machine. Sometimes they’re
visible on the front glass and sometimes you need to press a “See Pays” button, but the
information is available. The pay schedule is the singlemost important feature in choosing a



good machine. Let me rephrase that. Nothing is more important than the pay schedule. If you
see me playing Jacks or Better, it will always be the 9/6 variety. It will never be any of the lesser
pay schedules. You don’t have to follow this rule … unless you want a decent chance at
winning.Note that the variance of 9/6 Jacks or Better is slightly higher than the other games.
While higher variance is not something I recommend that you seek, the theoretical return is, by
far, the more important factor.Notice that the top entry of the pay schedule indicates that you get
800 for the royal flush. You’ll rarely see that on a machine’s pay schedule. Instead, you’ll usually
see that royal flushes return 250 (for 1) if you bet 1 coin and 4,000 if you bet 5 coins. Since 4,000
for 5 coins is equivalent to 800 for 1 coin, it’s conventional in video poker books to list 800 for a 1-
coin bet.The return on the flush is the single most important element of the pay schedule
affecting strategy. That means that the 9/6 and 8/6 games have very similar strategies (identical,
in fact, at the level of accuracy presented in this book).There are lesser pay schedules than
listed above. You can identify them by a lower return for the full house and/or single money for
two pair. Avoid these games.Bonus PokerBonus Poker is a variation of Jacks or Better.Three key
characteristics define this game, the first two of which are identical to what you find in Jacks or
Better:• Same as the first distinguishing characteristic in Jacks or Better—you get your money
back for JJ, QQ, KK, and AA.• Same as the second distinguishing characteristic in Jacks or
Better—you get double your money back for two pair.• For four aces, you get 80 coins per coin
bet. For four 2s-4s, you get 40 coins per coin bet. For four 5s-Ks, you get the same 25 coins per
coin bet as you do in Jacks or Better.Where you distinguish between “good” Bonus Poker games
and “bad” Bonus Poker games is in the amount you get for the full house and flush.Variations of
this game return either less than 7 for a full house or only 1 for two pair. Avoid these games.A few
games are called “Bonus Poker” by IGT, but I consider them variations of Jacks or Better,
because all of the 4-of-a-kinds return the same amount. These are the two best pay schedules in
this group:Aces & FacesAces & Faces is exactly like Bonus Poker, except you get 40 coins per
coin bet for four Js-Ks instead of four 2s-4s. This has the effect of increasing the return on the
game slightly for three reasons:You’ll hold JJ, QQ, and KK in preference to a 4-card flush, but
not 22, 33, or 44. These turn into quads approximately once every 360 times you draw to
them.There are several 2-card royal flush combinations (e.g., 'KQ', 'JT') or two unsuited high
cards (e.g., AK, QJ) that you hold in this game. These can turn into the right quad on occasion.
There are no similar 2-card combinations with a 2, 3, or 4.Sometimes you’ll hold a single K, Q, or
J—which will end up in a quad once in about 4,000 times you do it. You never hold a single 2, 3,
or 4.The net gain from these factors is small (about 0.09%), but if you have a choice, play this
game instead of Bonus Poker, because over time this gain adds up.Variations of this game
return either less than 7 for a full house and/or only 1 for two pair. Avoid these games.Medium
Volatility—Two Pair Pays Single, No KickersDouble Bonus Double Bonus gets its name because
the return on all 4-of-a-kinds is exactly double that of Bonus Poker. To pay for this higher return
on the 1-in-400 hands 4-of-a-kinds, the return on two pair is reduced from 2 coins to 1 coin. This
one change makes a big difference in both the volatility and the strategy.The reduction from



getting paid 2-for-1 to only 1-for-1 reduces the return on the game by more than 10%, and the
doubling of the return on the quads adds far less than that. To bring the return of this game into
the acceptable range (i.e., low enough from the casino point of view and high enough from the
player point of view), increases also have to be made to the full house, flush, and sometimes the
straight.In most games, the specific version can be identified by two numbers (such as 9/6 Jacks
or Better or 8/5 Bonus Poker). In Double Bonus, however, the 9/6 version sometimes pays 5 for a
straight and sometimes pays 4. For this reason, we need three numbers, 9/6/5 and 9/6/4, to
distinguish them. Although found in many casinos, both 9/6/5 and 9/6/4 Double Bonus are very
tight and should be avoided.The last game listed, 10/7/80, is not an IGT game. It’s found,
occasionally, on Bally GameMaker machines. It was included in Video Poker for Winners
because it can still be found in some casinos.Double Aces & FacesDouble Aces & Faces is a
version of Double Bonus where four Js-Ks receive the intermediate-size reward instead of four
2s-4s. Double Aces & Faces is always slightly superior to the same pay schedule on Double
Bonus, for exactly the same reasons discussed in the introduction to Aces & Faces.Bonus Poker
DeluxeBonus Poker Deluxe is like Jacks or Better in that all 4-of-a-kinds are paid the same
amount, but unlike Jacks or Better, it’s a large amount. This is offset by paying only 1 coin for two
pair.This game pays various amounts for the straight flush, so check out all categories before
you sit down. In the earliest version of Triple Play (still found on old machines in some casinos),
this game was erroneously called Bonus Poker.The 8/5 game (returning 97.40%) is too tight for
serious play, but several casinos and bars offer the game, hoping players will confuse 8/5 Bonus
Poker (which is the best pay schedule for that game) with 8/5 Bonus Poker Deluxe (which
isn’t).Super Double BonusSuper Double Bonus is a variation of Double Bonus, in which four
jacks, queens, and kings are paid 120 per coin bet, rather than the normal 50. The straight flush
is higher than usual, so that affects the play on some hands. The pays for the full house and
flush are reduced to bring the return of the game into the acceptable range.The combination of
the increase in the return at the high end (i.e., the straight flush and 4-of-a-kinds) and the
decrease in the return for the mid-level full house and flush drives up the volatility.The 600-coin
jackpot for four Js-Ks makes the game an awkward fit for the $2 denomination. A 599-coin
version (paying $1,198 instead of $1,200 for these quads) would be more popular for W-2G
reasons.All American Poker—Also Known As U.S.A. PokerAll American Poker can be found on
Bally machines only. Since Bally owns the name, when IGT wanted to offer the game it had to
come up with another name; hence, U.S.A. Poker. The game is rare, primarily because casinos
aren’t happy with the sky-high return of the base game. The versions with a lower-than-40 payoff
for 4-of-a-kinds have not caught on with players.What makes this game unusual is that full
houses, flushes, and straights all return the same amount. This creates a lot of strategy changes
relative to other games and the strategy is difficult—full of penalty-card considerations. (“Penalty
cards” affect playing strategies and are discussed in-depth later in this book.)High Volatility—
Two Pair Pays Single, No KickersSuper Aces BonusThis is a game in which four aces pays half
of the amount for a royal. Other 4-of-a-kinds get the same as they do in Double Bonus. This



stacking of the return into a once-every-4,200-hands event (the quad aces) shoots the variance
sky high.White Hot AcesWhite Hot Aces is probably misnamed. While you get a bunch for aces,
you also get a lot for four 2s, 3s, and 4s. It’s the same game as the more-appropriately named
Triple Bonus Poker Plus, save for a slight reduction in the straight flush.When you bet 5 coins,
the return for four aces is 1,200 coins. This is a nuisance value (with respect to W-2s) when you
play for dollars. It’s common on older stand-alone machines for four aces to pay $1,199, which is
much more popular with players.Triple Bonus Poker PlusTriple Bonus Poker Plus is the same
game as White Hot Aces, except straight flushes return 100-per-coin bet rather than 80. This
similarity sneaks up on you, because the names are nothing alike.The higher return for the
straight flush adds almost a quarter of a percent compared to the White Hot Aces game with the
same pay schedule.High Volatility—Two Pair Pays Single, With KickersDouble Double
BonusThis is the most popular video poker game in the country and was the first to have kickers.
A kicker is the fifth card in the same hand with a 4-of-a-kind. In this game, four aces, 2s, 3s, and
4s combined with an ace, 2, 3, or 4 as a kicker pays dividends.Kicker games are necessarily
highly volatile, because the biggest payoffs come around very rarely. Four aces with a kicker, for
example, occurs about one time in 16,000 hands. There’ll be days when you get these two or
more times—and those are the days you like to brag about to your friends. There’ll be other
times when it seems like forever between these jackpots. These are very expensive dry spells.
That’s what being “highly volatile” means.Double Double Aces & FacesThis is a variation of
Double Double Bonus in which four Js-Ks provide the intermediate-valued 4-of-a-kinds instead
of 2s-4s. As discussed in the description for Aces & Faces, this adds a little to the return.
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Morgan s ward, “Good book.. It taught me a little bit more about video poker. Author is pretty
good!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Handy and informative book. Very informative book. Covers most of the
games I find in my local casinos. The real key is finding the right pay tables at my local casino.I
can't find a 9/6 Jacks or better or double double bonus especially at the quarter machines. I can
find 9/5 but that is a dollar machine and you need a bigger bankroll for that. The information is in
this book though. Once you learn the codes and symbols he uses, you can become a more
informed player. I feel I play the game very close to 100 percent but I don't play locally because
the pay tables are poor. He breaks the games down to how volatile they are and discusses
each. If you are looking for an answer about video poker, it's probably somewhere in this
book....”

Betty M. Thompson, “Video Poker for the Intelligent Beginner. Video Poker is the best paying
game in a casino. If you want to win money, stay away from the slots and take up video poker.
Bob Dancer is a video poker master. I studied his book and purchased his video game and
benefited from it tremendously. I spend at least an hour each day on his game and have read
and re-read his book many times. I'm at the place that I can almost claim to be a master at video
poker. I just returned from a trip to Las Vegas and came back with over 3K more than I went
with. My winnings were all from video poker. I hit two jackpots totaling $2456.00 and a lots of
smaller amounts and this was on a .25 cent game. I'm not a high roller and this game suits me
just fine. It's the only game that you can truly win at IF you study and play correctly. Although I
love video poker, I never won money before I studied and practiced on the video game. I can
say with authority that this book is a must for  serious video poker players”

Balbina C. Nepomuceno, “Very Informative. This is a great book on teaching a person how to
play "Video Poker"! I'm interested in learning how to play on the Video Poker machines at the
casinos and I have learned a lot by reading this book. I've also tested my skills on a website that
lets you play video poker for free call the Mystic Gambler. I didn't do too bad. As a matter a fact I
was able to hold the right cards all because of reading and studying this book. I'm going to
continue practicing until I can really improve on my playing.If you are interested in wanting to
learn how to play Video Poker, I suggest that you buy this book and give it a try.”

J. Michael, “Good Book for Beginner.... This is a great book for someone wanting to develop a
good overall concept of how to play the game and come out ahead. It does not get too deeply
into any one facet but will provide a good basis for someone starting out. He discusses
strategies for many different types of video poker games. The book makes reference to Bob's
software (VP for Winners) a lot and if you don't have it you will feel like you may not be getting



the most out of this book sometimes.”

Donald Hamilton, “Good book. I learn many things about Video Poker I am an intermediate
player now. It really teach you the game I am getting better everyday. The last two times I went to
the casino I won on Video Poker I am not a big gambler but I like the game and I bough the
software and it really help you to learn the game and the book help you to understand the game
better and what kind of game you should look for when you go to the casino.”

The book by Bob Dancer has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 86 people have provided feedback.
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